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Cell isolation in designated regions or from heterogeneous samples is often re-
quired for many microfluidic cell-based assays. However, current techniques have
either limited throughput or are incapable of viable off-chip collection. We present
an innovative approach, allowing high-throughput and label-free cell isolation and
enrichment from heterogeneous solution using cell size as a biomarker. The ap-
proach utilizes the irreversible migration of particles into microscale vortices, de-
veloped in parallel expansion-contraction trapping reservoirs, as the cell isolation
mechanism. We empirically determined the critical particle/cell diameter Dcrt and
the operational flow rate above which trapping of cells/particles in microvortices is
initiated. Using this approach we successfully separated larger cancer cells spiked
in blood from the smaller blood cells with processing rates as high as 7.5
�106 cells /s. Viable long-term culture was established using cells collected off-
chip, suggesting that the proposed technique would be useful for clinical and re-
search applications in which in vitro culture is often desired. The presented tech-
nology improves on current technology by enriching cells based on size without
clogging mechanical filters, employing only a simple single-layered microfluidic
device and processing cell solutions at the ml/min scale. © 2011 American Institute
of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3576780�

I. INTRODUCTION

Selective target cell isolation based on intrinsic biomarkers, such as size, deformability, and
polarizability, allows for cost-effective detection and purification of viable cells with unknown
molecular biomarkers and without immunolabeling. Moreover, high purity collection of intact rare
cells with preserved gene expression will facilitate molecular assays for such cells, potentially
useful for cell biology research, immunology, tissue engineering, and medicine. In the field of the
tissue engineering, for instance, there is intense interest in purification of specific cell populations
for high quality tissue graft construction, but the limited knowledge of the specific surface markers
required for discrimination of such cells remains a challenge.1 More generally, immunostaining2

and transgenic3 enrichment techniques are not desired for some research and clinical applications,
which require to collect viable cells with preserved gene expression profiles. Additionally, tech-
niques capable of isolating rare cells in peripheral blood, such as fetal cells,4 endothelial progeni-
tor cells,5 and circulating tumor cells �CTC�,6 in a label-free manner with high-throughput, will
have an immediate impact for diagnostic and prognostic applications. Therefore, systems that
allow cost-effective, label-free, and high-throughput target cell enrichment will have significant
impact on both clinical and research applications.

Recently, there have been several efforts to develop microfluidic platforms for label-free
separation of target cells utilizing intrinsic physical and electrical biomarkers.7 The most widely
adopted physical biomarker is cell size. Many microfluidic techniques for continuous size-based
enrichment, including membrane microfiltration,8 pinched flow fractionation,9 deterministic lateral
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displacement,10–12 and hydrophoresis,13 have been demonstrated for numerous potential applica-
tions. Applications include the fractionation of whole blood,11,12 cardiomyocyte enrichment for
cardiac graft construction,10 size-based cell cycle synchrony,13 as well as CTC separation from
blood.8 These approaches have been shown to be successful in prototype systems, however, in
many cases the throughput required for commercial applications would require parallelization, or
in the case of filtration approaches, samples are not easily moved or handled after separation.
Recent work in inertial focusing offers rapid size-based separation at the ml/min scale but lacks
the ability to significantly concentrate the target population into a smaller volume after
operation.14–16

Trapping of particles by size in laminar vortices may address these previous shortcomings.
The presence of laminar vortices resulting from inertially driven separation of the laminar bound-
ary layer at sharp corners has been observed in previous computational and theoretical studies.17,18

Mesoscale laminar vortices have been extensively studied to understand the aggregation of red
blood cells �RBCs� and platelets within a vortex19–21 and particle motion in a recirculation zone
has been presented in alveolar flow.22 Interaction of particles and vortices at the microscale has
been further investigated by observing pattern formation of recirculating colloidal particles by Lim
et al.23 Similar pattern formation and effects of vortices on motility were reported for swimming
micro-organisms sequestered in vortices formed in microfluidic devices.24 Microscale laminar
vortices were also utilized to broaden cell/particle free layers useful for high-purity plasma
extraction25 or to enhance the lateral displacement of ordered particle streams based on size.26

However, for particulate samples in microfluidic systems, it has been considered difficult to
achieve initial trapping of relatively large bioparticles in the vortices without the aid of external
forces.27,28 Recently, work by Khabiry et al.29 has investigated target cell migration and immobi-
lization into microscale vortices, but in this case entry into the vortices was due to gravitational
force. Accordingly, this method separates on a combination of both cell density and size and
requires a slow enough flow rate such that gravitational effects are significant.

Here, we present a passive, continuous microfluidic device that isolates larger target cells into
the microscale vortices from a heterogeneous suspension with high-throughput
�7.5�106 cells /s� by instead exploiting differences in shear-gradient induced lift forces using an
array of expansion-contraction channels. First, we systematically varied the flow rate to determine
when the microscale vortex formation is initiated and stabilized. Then, the critical diameter re-
quired for trapping particle/cells in vortices was identified using particle/cells with various diam-
eters. Furthermore, as a proof-of-concept toward the enrichment of larger cancer cells from
smaller blood cells, cultured cancer cells, spiked in a dilute blood sample prior to the injection,
were separated and enriched using our approach. Viability of the collected cells was monitored in
order to determine whether the proposed fluidic process adversely affects processed cells. Utiliz-
ing unique microscale fluid dynamics, the presented technique provides a simple and practical
size-based cell enrichment approach for a variety of applications.

II. PARTICLE TRAPPING MECHANISM

In this study, we utilized microscale laminar vortices combined with inertial focusing to
selectively isolate and trap larger cells of interest �e.g., cancer cells� while smaller cells �e.g.,
erythrocytes and leukocytes� are flushed out of the device. Multiple microscale laminar vortices
�i.e., Moffatt’s corner eddy flow17� were created by flowing the particle-laden fluid sample at
sufficiently high channel Reynolds number, Rc=�UmDh /�, through a channel consisting of an
array of expansion-contraction reservoirs placed in series and parallel �Figs. 1�a� and 1�b��. Here,
�, Um, and � are the density, maximum velocity, and dynamic viscosity of the fluid, respectively,
while Dh is the hydraulic diameter of the channel, defined as Dh=2WcH / �Wc+H�, where Wc and
H are the width and height of a straight focusing channel, respectively. Upstream of the vortices,
particles migrate to distinct vertical and lateral equilibrium positions resulting from a balance
between two counteracting inertial lift forces, namely, a shear-gradient lift FLS and a wall effect lift
FLW �Ref. 30� �see Fig. 1�d��. Previous work suggests that the shear-gradient lift force scales as
FLS= fL�Um

2 a3 /Wc, acting on particles and leading to migration toward the channel walls, whereas
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the wall effect lift force, scaling as FLW= fL�Um
2 a6 /Wc

4, repels the particles away from the wall.31

Here, fL, a, and Wc are the dimensionless lift coefficient, the particle diameter, and the channel
width �i.e., shorter face of the rectangular channel�, respectively. By using a straight channel with
rectangular cross-section, the dynamic equilibrium positions of the flowing particles/cells can be
precisely controlled to be in the proximity of the channel walls at uniform height for a finite Rc.

32

As the entrained particles enter a reservoir, where the neighboring wall is no longer in close
proximity, the particles are exposed only to a shear-gradient lift FLS in the direction toward the
vortex center.26 Since the shear-gradient lift force scales with a3, larger particles experience a
larger lateral lift force. This force is assumed to be balanced by Stokes drag, Fd=3��avt, thus the
lateral migration velocity vt will scale with a2 and be independent of the particle mass.
Size-dependent lateral migration drives particles across streamlines past the detached boundary
�separatrix� toward the vortex core where they remain isolated and orbiting in the vortex. This
leads to the possibility of size-selective trapping, as below a particle size cutoff, particles do not
migrate at a sufficient rate to pass the separatrix and remain in focused streams, flowing out of the
device. The high flow rate required for vortex generation assists in this process as theoretical
analysis has showed that the lateral equilibrium position of focused particles shifts toward the wall
as Rc increases,33 bringing the focused streams of flowing particles/cells closer to the separatrix at
the reservoir and possibly enhance the capturing efficiency.

III. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Device design and fabrication

To determine the device operational parameters, such as flow rate and critical diameter for
trapping, we implemented a single straight high-aspect ratio channel �Wc=50 �m, H=70 �m,
and L=4.5 cm�, consisting of one inlet with coarse filters, two reservoirs �WR1=WR2=400 �m�,
and one outlet. The high-aspect ratio straight channel was implemented so that flowing particle/
cells were inertially focused to two distinct lateral focusing positions closer to channel walls at a

FIG. 1. Device design and working principle. �a� The schematic describes that larger cells are trapped in the reservoir while
smaller cells freely pass through the reservoir region due to difference in the lift forces that cells encounter. �b� The device
consists of eight parallel high aspect ratio straight channels �50�70 �m� with ten cell trapping reservoirs �400�400
�70 �m� in each channel. �c� Parallel trapping of 10 �m fluorescent particles in microscale vortices. �d� A particle with
diameter a experiences wall effect lift FLW and shear-gradient lift forces FLS, in straight channels, resulting in a dynamic
lateral equilibrium position Xeq and uniform particle velocities U. Here, Xeq is defined as the distance between the center
of particles/cells and the channel walls. At the reservoir, larger particles experiencing larger FLS are pushed toward the
vortex center and trapped, whereas smaller particles are flushed out of the region.
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uniform z-plane32 prior to entering the cell trapping reservoir region. For label-free target cell
isolation, we designed a microfluidic chip with two inlets, eight parallel straight channels with
aforementioned dimensions, and one outlet. The simplicity of the device �a single rectangular
channel with reservoirs� allowed the system to be easily parallelized in order to enhance the
throughput �Fig. 1�c��. Moreover, a simple two-inlet system allowed for easy and rapid solution
exchange within the device, providing a means to flush untrapped, contaminating smaller blood
cells and to enhance the final enrichment ratio and the purity of the collected samples. The
reservoirs were placed in an alternating pattern in order to place the maximum number of reser-
voirs in a given compact footprint.

The microfluidic devices were fabricated with conventional soft lithography techniques using
polydimethylsiloxane �PDMS�.34 In brief, for mold fabrication, a 4� silicon wafer was spin-coated
with a 70 �m thick layer of a negative photoresist �KMPR 1050, Microchem�, exposed to
UV-light through a designed Cr-photomask and developed. PDMS �Sylgard 184, Dow Corning�
was cast on to the prepared mold and degassed. Cured PDMS cast was separated from the mold
and the inlet and outlet were punched with a pin vise �Pin vise set A, Technical Innovations Inc.�.
The punched PDMS chip was bonded to a slide glass by exposing both PDMS and a slide glass
surfaces to air plasma �Plasma Cleaner, Harrick Plasma� to enclose the microfluidic chips.

B. Particle and cell suspension preparation

Internally dyed fluorescent polystyrene microspheres were purchased from Duke Scientific.
Samples with particles, whose diameters are 9.9 �m �Product No. G1000, CV�5%�, 4.8 �m
�Product No. G0500, CV�5%�, and 1 �m �Product No. R0100, CV�5%�, were prepared by
diluting the particle suspensions to 0.1%v/v with deionized water containing 0.1%w/v Tween 80
�Fisher Chemical�. HeLa cells �a cervical carcinoma cell line� and MCF7 cells �a breast carcinoma
cell line� were cultured in the growth media suggested by American Type Culture Collection
�ATCC™� and incubated at 37 °C in 5% CO2 until near confluence. The concentration and the size
distribution of cell suspensions were measured using a Coulter Counter �Z2TM Coulter Counter®,
Beckman Coulter�. Various concentrations of fluorescently stained live HeLa cells �Calcein AM�
were loaded into the device with 80 reservoirs placed in parallel and series to evaluate the
capturing efficiency and viability of captured and released cells. For spiking experiments, cancer
cells �HeLa and MCF7� were fluorescently labeled with 25 �M CellTracker™ Blue CMAC
�Invitrogen™� prior to preparing the cell mixture, whereas leukocytes were labeled with anti-CD45
FITC �Invitrogen™�. Whole blood samples were drawn from healthy volunteers into venous blood
collection tubes �BD Vacutainer®� containing 0.4 ml of trisodium citrate �13.2 g/l�, citric acid �4.8
g/l�, and dextrose �14.7 g/l� and leukocytes were obtained by selectively lysing erythrocytes using
RBC lysis buffer �eBioscience�. Although cancer cells spiked in diluted whole blood can also be
separated using microscale vortices, RBC-lysed blood was used in order to achieve practical
throughput of cancer cell isolation. Blood and cancer cells were mixed to achieve a final ratio of
1:100 cancer cells to leukocytes. Cancer cell concentration used in this study was chosen to be
relatively higher than the actual number counts reported for CTCs in clinical samples �e.g.,
1–1000/1 ml of whole blood35,36� for visualization and enumeration purposes. These experiments
were performed with the total number concentration of 202 000 cells/ml and 1 ml of the cell
solution was processed in each experiment.

C. Fluorescence and high-speed microscopic imaging

Microparticle/cell containing samples were injected into the device with a syringe pump
�Harvard Apparatus, PHD 2000� to sustain an overall flow rate Q ranging between 10 �l /min and
4.5 ml/min. The solution in a plastic syringe was continuously agitated during injection in order to
maintain a uniform concentration throughout the experiment. The loaded syringe was connected to
1 /32�0.02 in. PEEK tubing �Upchurch Scientific� by a 1/2 in. luer stub �Instech Solomon� and
tubing was secured in the punched inlet and outlet of the microfluidic device. Fluorescent images
were recorded using a Nikon Eclipse Ti microscope equipped with a Photometrics CoolSNAP
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HQ2 charge-coupled device �CCD� camera and analyzed with Nikon NIS-ELEMENTS AR 3.0
software. Exposure time was varied from 5 to 30 s, according to the flow rate and observed
fluorescence intensities. Three-dimensional vortex formation was visualized using a Nikon A1
Confocal microscope. High-speed microscopic images of trapping and releasing particle/cells
were recorded downstream using Phantom v7.3 high-speed camera and Phantom Camera Control
�Vision Research Inc.� and Phantom Camera Control software. All high speed images were taken
using 1 �s exposure time and image intervals were varied according to the flow rate.

D. Capturing efficiency and enrichment of larger cells using microscale-vortices

Various concentrations of fluorescently stained live HeLa cells as well as cancer cells spiked
in dilute blood were loaded into the parallel microfluidic channel to evaluate the capturing effi-
ciency as a function of cell concentrations. Prior to injection of the cell solutions, formation of
microvortices at each reservoir was initiated and stabilized by flowing the flushing solution �i.e.,
growth media without cellular components� at Qflush=4.5 ml /min for 30 s �vortex-priming step�.
The solution containing a known number of cells �Qcell=4 ml /min� and a flushing solution
�Qflush=0.5 ml /min� were simultaneously injected through two separate inlets at the overall flow
rate, Q=Qcell+Qflush=4.5 ml /min, to trap cancer cells in the reservoir �capturing step�. Once a
known amount of the cell solution was injected �0.5 or 1 ml�, the cell solution was stopped
�Qcell=0� while the overall flow rate was maintained at 4.5 ml/min by increasing the flow rate of
the flushing solution, Qflush, in order to remove uncaptured cells from the device �flushing step�.
Finally, trapped cells were released from the reservoir by lowering Qflush to 100 �l /min until all
captured cells escaped from reservoirs, followed by a 1 s final flush �Qflush=4 ml /min� to ensure
complete collection of cells released from the reservoir yet remaining in the tube �releasing step�.
Here, Qcell and Qflush were empirically optimized in order to ensure that the cell solution flows
through all eight parallel channels during the capturing step, while backflow of the cell solution
into the flushing inlet is prevented. Furthermore, during the vortex-priming, flush, and releasing
steps, the flow of the cell solution through the sample inlet was physically stopped using a
stopcock to prevent the additional introduction of unwanted, contaminating cells. Processed
sample solutions at each step were collected separately in individual wells of a 48-well plate to
determine the capturing efficiency, �= �Cancer�captured / �Cancer�inlet, by counting stained cells in
fluorescence images taken over the entire well. Released cells collected in the 48-well plate were
cultured over a week in a conventional CO2 incubator to determine the viability of processed
cancer cells. Furthermore, a mixed cell suspension of cancer cells spiked in dilute blood with or
without lysed RBCs �cell solution� was flowed through the parallel microfluidic channel in order
to isolate and enrich the larger cancer cells from the mixture following the same
sample injection sequence. The enrichment ratio was determined as ER
= �Cancer /Leukocytes�outlet / �Cancer /Leukocytes�inlet, using the number ratio between cancer and
blood cells in collected samples and in the initial sample, obtained by counting stained cells in
fluorescence images �N=10� taken at random locations.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Flow visualization and critical capturing diameter

Vortex structure and symmetry were found to be strongly dependent on flow speed. Figure
2�a� illustrates the two dimensional view of the evolution of the flow pattern within the reservoir,
obtained using dilute fluorescent tracer particles �a=1 �m�. The detachment of the boundary
layer was observed to be initiated at Rc=21 and the size of the vortex gradually increased with
increasing flow rate. Moreover, it was found that the vortex core was progressively shifted toward
the center of the reservoir and the microscale vortex finally occupied the entire reservoir at Rc

=215 and remained stable for higher Rc. Interestingly, confocal microscopic images of 10 �m
fluorescent particle streaks revealed that the orbiting ring created by these trapped particles is
located in between planes occupied by inertially focused particles in the straight region �Figs. 2�d�
and 2�e��. The ring occupies a region between the center and wall in the channel cross-section, but
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further from the wall than the inertial focusing positions in the main channel. Notably, more than
one vortex ring was observed to be formed in a single reservoir, suggesting multiple stable orbits
that can be occupied by captured particles/cells. The fact that there are localized positions of the
orbiting particles within the vortex may also be the result of inertial lift forces within the vortex.
As the effective Reynolds number is less than that in the main channel, these particles would be
expected to occupy positions further from the wall. Further investigations would be important to
clarify this phenomenon.

In addition, we empirically found that particles/cells with diameter a greater than a critical
diameter Dcrt experience a shear-gradient lift force FLS, which is strong enough to direct those
particles into the reservoir. Experiments with fluorescent particles suggested that Dcrt of the current
device falls between 5 and 10 �m �Figs. 2�b� and 2�c��. While trapping of 10 �m particles was
initiated at Rc=130 and remained stable up to Rc=240, 5 �m fluorescence particles remained at
focused streamlines in the main channel and were not trapped in the reservoir even for Rc�240.
Nonetheless, the critical diameter required for capturing live cells was found to be 17 �m, greater
than Dcrt of rigid microspheres.37 This could be attributed to the fact that deformable, intact cells
tend to be focused closer to the channel center than rigid particles. Deformable cells experience an
additional lift force toward the centerline in confined channels.38,39 Thus, a larger shear-gradient
lift force �i.e., larger cell diameter� would be required to direct live cells into vortex required for
successful trapping.

B. Massively parallel sized based particle/cell capturing using microscale vortices

The system was tested for the ability to enrich larger cells by flowing various concentrations
of HeLa cells mixed with dilute human blood or suspended in culture medium. A simple two-inlet
system allowed for easy and rapid solution exchange within the device, providing a means to flush
untrapped smaller cells for enhancement of the final enrichment ratio and the purity of the col-
lected samples �Figs. 3�a� and 3�b��. Figure 3�c� shows the capturing efficiency as a function of the
number of cancer cells introduced into the device for each run. The capturing efficiency decreased
but remained higher than 25% as the number of cells introduced decreased �from 900 to 200
cells/run�. Moreover, the capturing efficiency tends to agree with the value predicted from the cell
size distribution of the introduced cell solution since 39% of HeLa cells were measured to have a
cell diameter greater than Dcrt=17 �m.40 In addition, the capturing efficiency of the device was
found to be lower than the average when the solution with a high cancer cell concentration �2000

FIG. 2. Two- and three-dimensional flow pattern visualization and critical diameter determination. �a� Fluorescent micro-
scopic images using dilute fluorescent particles �a=1 �m� illustrate the evolution of the flow pattern within the reservoir
as flow rate increases. Trapped particle size cutoff was determined using dilute fluorescent particles �a=5 and 10 �m�.
While �b� 5 �m particles freely pass through the reservoir, �c� 10 �m particles are trapped and recirculated within the
reservoir. �d� Confocal fluorescent microscopic images describing the vortex formation in the cell trapping reservoir in
three-dimensional and �e� its cross-sectional view.
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cells/run� was introduced to the system. Presumably, such a high cell concentration exceeded the
trapping capacity of the device �i.e., the maximum number of cells that each reservoir can trap and
sustain�. Based on our experiments, the maximum number of cells that each reservoir can effec-
tively capture is estimated to range from 11 to 25 cells, depending on cell size. Furthermore,
collected HeLa cells remained highly viable and proliferated for over a week, suggesting that the
cell trapping mechanism using microscale vortices was not detrimental to normal function and
growth.40

As a proof of concept, using the significant difference in size between cancer and blood cells,
we conducted label-free enrichment and collection of cancer cells �Figs. 4 and 5 �enhanced��.
Breast cancer cells �MCF7� were enriched by a factor of 7.1 with 23% capturing efficiency, while
cervical cancer cells �HeLa� were enriched by 5.5 times with �=10%. The lower ER and � of
HeLa cells can be attributed to the smaller average cell size of HeLa cells �aave=12.4 �m�
compared to that of MCF7 cells �aave=20 �m�.41,42 Moreover, the reduction in � for the spiking
experiments could result from �i� particle-particle interactions caused by the presence of high
number of blood cells in the sample and/or �ii� a relatively higher number of cancer cells intro-
duced the system �2000 cancer cells/run�. In addition, given the preliminary nature of the current

FIG. 3. Rapid solution exchange, yielding off-chip target cell collection with high purity. �a� 10 �m particles are trapped
and recirculated within the reservoir when the sample solution is injected through the device at Rc=242. �b� Untrapped
particles in the straight regions were flushed with deionized water by a rapid solution exchange mechanism once the bright
rings in the reservoirs were observed. �c� Comparison of the capturing efficiency of the device as a function of cell
concentration. The number of cells indicates the number of HeLa cells processed through the device.

FIG. 4. Massively parallel large cell enrichment from blood using microscale vortices. �a� Dilute whole blood samples
spiked with HeLa cells were injected into the device at Rc=270. �b� The device is flushed once the known volume of the
cell solution has been flowed through the device. �c� The trapped HeLa cells were released from the reservoir by reducing
the flow rate to achieve Rc=5 and collected off-chip for further analysis. �d� Capturing efficiency and �e� enrichment ratio
of the system were found to be higher for MCF7 cells �aave=20 �m� than HeLa cells �aave=12.4 �m�.41,42
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studies, it is likely that the ER and � of the current technique can be further increased by changing
the reservoir geometry from square to rectangle �W1�W2� as �i� the size of vortices is expected
to be larger and �ii� larger particle/cells will experience the shear-gradient lift force directed
toward the vortex core for a longer duration.

The throughput of the current device is estimated to be 7.5�106 cells /s when the device is
operated at Rc=242 with dilute whole blood �1% hematocrit� and it can be further enhanced by
simply parallelizing more channels or decreasing blood dilution factor. Indeed, the total through-
put was increased by eightfold from 0.9 to 7.5�106 cells /s when eight single channels, each with
ten reservoirs, were placed in parallel. This parallel device can concentrate larger, rare cells �e.g.,
CTCs� from 1 ml of peripheral blood and resuspend these cells into 860 nl of purified processed
sample with the collected sample purity as high as 85% �i.e., more than three orders of magnitude
increase in volumetric concentration factor�. Here, the purity of the collected sample was deter-
mined from the number cell ratio between cancer and blood cells at the outlet. The ability to
concentrate cells of interest in a small volume will enhance the overall throughput of current
state-of-the-art image based target cell detection systems35,43 when the present device is integrated
upfront of such systems. Additionally, integrating this system upfront of current cytopathology or
immunocytochemistry44 will expedite diagnostic and/or prognostic processes as the volume/area
to be scanned/examined would be considerably reduced compared to current methods. It is still
unclear whether the size of CTCs will correspond with those of cultured cancer cells, although
reports have identified that cell size can be used as a biomarker for metastatic cells.8,43 Although
the enrichment ratio and capturing efficiency of the current systems in these preliminary studies
are considerably lower when compared to the state-of-art-techniques, the approach is label-free
and simple with extreme throughput. The system’s extreme throughput can compensate for effi-
ciency in many cases by processing more samples to obtain the same amount or more number of
cells. Similarly, simplicity of the system will allow massive parallelization and multiplex cascad-
ing of the target cell purifying processes for further enhancement of capturing efficiency and
enrichment ratio. Furthermore, the presented label-free, sized-based target cell isolating technique
would enable collection of viable, intact multicellular CTC-clusters, which could provide an
important prognostic factor.37

FIG. 5. Still image from video showing massively parallel large cell enrichment using microscale laminar vortex. MCF7
cells �breast carcinoma cell line� spiked in dilute whole blood �1% hematocrit� were enriched using a simple one layer
microfluidic system. The real-time movie shows all 80 reservoirs effectively capture and release the larger cancer cell from
dilute blood solution with a high throughput of 7.5�106 cells /s. The capturing and flushing steps in the movie were
cropped in order to shorten overall play-time �enhanced online�. �URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.3576780.1�
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated a unique phenomenon, whereby laminar vortices act to selectively
isolate particles above a critical cutoff size. Using this phenomenon, we have developed and
evaluated an innovative microfluidic device for size-based cell isolation. The critical diameter of
cells was found to be larger than that of rigid particles in agreement with effects from deform-
ability induced lift forces arising in confined flow. Moreover, viable cancer cells spiked in dilute
RBC-lysed blood were isolated and collected off-chip without compromising the capturing effi-
ciency and the throughput. The presented technology improves on current technology by enriching
cells based on size without clogging mechanical filters, employing only a simple single-layered
microfluidic device and processing cell solutions at the ml/min scale. In contrast to filters, cells
can also be easily released after capture in the vortices. The process is gentle, not adversely
damaging cells, suggesting potential to enable cell enrichment by size from blood or tissue digests
for future therapeutic uses and molecular analysis.
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